11 Anticipate Disease Problems — Golf director of the Wheeling West Virginia Park Commission, Ed Murphy, oversees all golf related activities at Olgleby Parks. Murphy’s philosophy on maintaining disease and weed-free courses is to anticipate the problem before it arrives.


14 Golf Vehicle Photorama A picture story featuring some of the available cars and carts. These handy vehicles play an important role around the golf course as well as large industrial turf areas.

26 Commercial Sod Industry — American Sod Producers met recently in the Kansas City area. WEEDS TREES AND TURF was there to cover meeting highlights as well as the sod farm tours and field demonstrations.

28 Good 'n' Cheap — In a competitive bidding situation where the price is driven lower and lower, a point is reached when the product is no longer a bargain. Elmer Mott, Mott Corp., dedicates this article to purchasing agents everywhere.

38 Search for a Super Fungicide — The amount of testing and research necessary to register a product with EPA is staggering. Dow Chemical Co., reports on the tests and successes of a new fungicide, Nurelle.
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THE COVER — In greenhouse tests, Dow’s new fungicide has been effective when used as a drench and a foliar spray. Here a greenhouse worker applies the chemical to plants inoculated with disease organisms.